
Operating / installation instructions 
English 

Mirror ball - all sizes from 5 - 75cm 
 

Please read these instructions carefully before use. The manual is part of the product and               
contains important information regarding the product’s handling and general safety. 

Keep this manual for future reference while the product is in your possession and pass on the manual in                   
case of resale. A current version of this manual can be requested at any time. Damage caused by                  
disregarding the instructions will void the warranty - the manufacturer will not be liable for any resulting                 
damages. Keep children or inexperienced persons away from the product. Installation, commissioning            
and maintenance as well as maintenance may only be performed by qualified persons. 

Product / scope of delivery 

The product includes a mirror ball with a diameter of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 or 75 cm, which creates 
lighting effects by illuminating with spotlights. Suspension and engine are not included. 

Saftey instructions: 

- Read the instructions before commissioning / installing. 

- Maintenance / repairs only by qualified personnel! 

- In industrial use, observe regulations! 

- In the commercial area, arrange inspection by experts! 

- Use only suspension recommended by qualified personnel! 

- A firm hold must be given - falling parts can lead to serious injuries! 

 
 

Intended Use: 

The mirror ball is a decorative object to be attached to the ceiling. The ball must always be provided with                    
a second fall arrester. When mounting, dismantling or working on the ball, the area below the installation                 
site must be locked. For transport, use the original box to avoid damage. 

Only materials which are recommended by the specialist retailer for the respective sizes may be used as                 
a suspension. 

Any other use than described in this manual may cause damage to the product, and the warranty will                  
become void. The product may not be altered, rebuilt or otherwise mounted / used. The safety                
instructions must be observed! 

Commissioning / Installation: 

Check the decorative object for damage before installation / commissioning: In case of damage, pause               
the installation and contact the dealer. 

The decoration object must be put up outside the common area of people. The mounting surface (ceiling,                 
traverse or similar) must, in order to ensure a very stable hold of the suspension, be able to carry a                    
multiple of the actual weight of the object. The object must be firmly connected to the suspension device,                  
for example with a suitable screw chain link. 

 

Please use exclusively for that matter designed and tested load chains. Never exceed a chain length of 1                  
meter. Never use abrasive materials for suspension! The object must be put up out of reach of people. 

The second suspension must be installed and connected to the object, which prevents it from falling off                 
of the object and the main suspension in case of failure. 

 



RISK OF DEATH: 

If the object is used commercially in non-private rooms, the provisions of BGV C1 (formerly VBG                
70) and DIN VDE 0711-217 must be observed. The installation may only be carried out by                
authorized specialist dealers! The contractor has to check the currently applicable safety and             
mechanical equipment and have it inspected by experts. 

Never try to do the installation yourself if you are not adequately qualified, but hire a professional installer                  
instead. 

If the object falls off, it can cause serious injury, never install the object if there is a defect or you have                      
doubts about the safety of the object, the hanger or the method of installation. 

When installing the ball, it is essential to observe the assembly instructions for the motor or the fastening                  
chain! (not included) 

Maintenance: 

Regularly check the technical safety of the product. If the product shows visible damage or fastenings,                
screws or other parts are corroded, deformed or worn, replace the corresponding parts as recommended               
by the specialist dealer and secure the object against unintentional operation. If in doubt, send the                
product to the dealer. 

Maintenance and service work should only be carried out by qualified personnel! 

The product has undergone a thorough quality control. If you still have quality concerns or notice a                 
defect, please contact your dealer immediately. 

If the product is used in the commercial sector, the contractor must comply with all regulations. An expert                  
must remove the device and check it regularly. 

We accept no liability for damage caused by incorrect handling, improper use or wear. 

Technical specifications: 

Diameter 5cm: about 0.2 kg, diameter 10cm: about 0.5 kg, diameter 15cm: about 0.7 kg, diameter 20cm:                 
about 1 kg, diameter 30cm: about 3 kg, diameter 40: approx 4 kg, diameter 50cm: about 5 kg, diameter                   
60cm: about 12 kg; diameter 75cm: about 15 kg 
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